INTRODUCTION
The cellular zone system concept has been recognized as the most promising approach to the mobile communications of the future. Within dwindling frequency reserves, it is one of the most practical solutions to the problem of steadily increasingly demand for land mobile radio services. The service quality provided is comparable to Public Service Telephone Networks with additional advantages of spectrum economy, flexible growth, and low power requirements (Fig. 1) .
The principle of cellular system is space division multiplexing. A large service area is divided into cells with diameter (2-20km) , each of which has a number of RF channels assigned, and low power transmitter with the coverage area equal to the cell area. Since the coverage area is small, the same set of frequencies can be used at distances sufficiently apart from the cell where it is being presently used. Coordination The notation a,/, y, tr or r/represents any of the input frequencies but a -/ y tr rl * Indicates the dominant form of the third and fifth-order products. [3] OUTAGE PROBABILITY & SPECTRUM EFFICIENCY In cellular radio systems, adequate signal strength and adequate signal to interference ratio are essential for communications. Therefore, Outage Probability is defined as the probability of failing to achieve simultaneously a signal-to-noise ratio and signal-to-interference ratio sufficient to give satisfactory reception. It is an important parameter that determines spectrum efficiency. Assuming signal-tointerference protection ratio Ri and equal mean powers (Fig. 6 ).
Pout P,(r < R/) fon'P,(r)dr results show that a lower outage probability is achieved in microcellular systems compared with medium/large cell systems in which the desired signal and interferers usually experiences the same amount of fading. The diversity effect on the microcellular systems has also been studied.
